THE FUTURE METTS THE PAST:
E.SWIM IN CREMOLINO

WHERE:
Cremolino is a small town located in Piedmont, a region in
the north west of Italy. This small village of 1000 inhabitants
is very ancient and full of history: the castle of the XIV century
and the shrine of the IX century are the two main attractions.
The area is quite famous for its quality grapes and wines,
particularly the red wine Dolcetto di Ovada. Visitors going to
Cremolino usually apply for food tourism events, like outdoor
traditional food festivals and wineries guided tours.

WHEN: July 2017
CONTRACTOR: AG POOL srl
INSTALLER: AG POOL srl
CUSTOMER: Casa Margherita Resort

THE REQUEST:
Casa Margherita is an old guesthouse, one of the most ancient building of the village. It has recently been
restored in order to become a welcoming and relaxing resort for tourists, dipped in the quiet nature of
Monferrato. The house has been provided with a new generation outdoor swimming pool and an indoor
solarium.
AG Pool was the partner chosen for designing the new swimming pools, because of its long lasting
experience in high end installation in luxury environments. The big challenge was providing the resort with a
modern and innovative infinity pool by maintaining the precious stones, vaults and beams of the original
architecture. The care for the style of the house was accompanied by the spirit of innovation: only modern
and quality equipment was used, particularly for the pool pumps. The revolutionary E.Swim was the choice,
for its smartness and energy saving. E.Swim is also the most silent pump in the world (only 45 Db), it can
work continuously beside the pool without destroying the calm and the peace of the ambient.
It took more than one year to conclude the work, but the final result is excellent and can be daily admired by
the frequent tourists of Casa Margherita.

• 3 x E.SWIM 150

